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Abstract

K-ion batteries (KIBs) offer an efficient technological alternative to the state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries (LIBs) as energy storage devices with similar chemistry, comparable energy densities, elemental economy and uniformly distributed abundant resources. Nonetheless, their practical implementation warrants robust cathode materials that can yield high gravimetric/volumetric energy density, stable cycle life, and high-rate capability. In this scenario, P3 type layered oxides form an appealing family of KIB cathodes, which includes single transition metal based $\text{K}_x\text{MO}_2$ ($\text{M}$ =transition metals) and multiple transition metals based $\text{K}_x\text{Mn}_{1-y}\text{M}_y\text{O}_2$. They possess easy and scalable synthesis, high reversible capacity, and adequate operating potential. The current review attempts to capture the most recent advancements in the P3 type KIB cathodes focusing on structural stability, structure-property correlation, and electrochemical performance with suggestions for further material optimization. Finally, the challenges and potential of these P3 type oxide cathodes have been addressed to guide their future research and development as intercalation materials.
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1. Introduction

The effective transition from fossil fuels to a carbon-free and sustainable future depends on the advancement of energy storage technologies. The significance of effective and reliable systems for storing energy sporadically produced by renewable resources cannot be overstated. At present, the current state-of-the-art Li-ion battery (LIB) systems propel the consumer electronics, electric vehicles, grid-scale storage and are currently getting increasing deployment in aviation sector [1-4]. However, due to the exponential rise in their usage, Li-ion batteries significantly suffer from drawbacks related to low abundance in the earth’s crust and sparse supply chains, resulting in a markedly higher price rise. At this juncture, it is important to develop alternate post-Li-ion battery systems with elemental abundance, operational safety, comparable energy densities without any geographic supply chain constraints. One such feasible alternatives to Li-ion batteries is K-ion batteries (KIB) that employ K+ as an intercalant species instead of Li+ [5-8]. In principle, KIB can be economically deployed considering the relative abundance of K element in the earth’s crust (20000 ppm for K vis-à-vis 20 ppm for Li) and resulting lower cost of K-based precursors (e.g., 1000 USD/ton of K2CO3 vis-à-vis 23000 USD/ton of Li2CO3). The standard redox potential of K/K+ (−2.93 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode [SHE]) is equivalent to Li/Li+ (−3.04 V vs. SHE) and is lower than Na/Na+ (−2.71 V vs. SHE), leading to higher operating potential in KIBs. Also, owing to the low stoke radius, K+ possesses higher mobility in electrolytes as compared to Li+ or Na+ [5-7]. Unlike sodium-ion batteries (NIBs), employing KIB is relatively simple as the well-known graphite anode can be readily used. However, identifying suitable cathodes that reversibly (de)intercalate K+ ions with high capacity, optimum voltage, efficient rate kinetics, and consistent cycle life is a key challenge for the advancement and implementation of KIBs.

K+ ions can stabilize different structural types than Li+ and Na+ ions owing to their larger ionic radius (1.38 Å) in comparison to Li+ (0.76 Å) and Na+ (1.02 Å) ions. Accordingly, the respective cathode materials and their working voltages are likely to differ from those for Li+ and Na+ analogues. Similar to the LIBs, layered oxide materials form the major type of cathodes for KIBs with organic electrolytes. Because of their high energy density and two-dimensional open frameworks, layered oxide materials can offer fast K+ migration rendering them viable cathode candidates for potassium-ion batteries [9-11]. Especially, P3-type layered oxides have gained tremendous attention in the pursuit to develop potential KIB cathode systems [5,12,13]. They (i) can be easily prepared by large-scale (dry) solid-state synthesis, (ii) offer high K+ ionic conductivity, and (iii) have superior structural integrity than the P2 and O3 counterparts.
Figure 1a depicts a schematic layout of a typical KIB, which includes positive [e.g., P3 K\textsubscript{0.5}MO\textsubscript{2}] and negative (e.g., graphite) electrodes with current collectors and electrolyte (e.g., KPF\textsubscript{6} in EC:DEC) soaked separator between the electrodes [5]. The current article overviews the recent advancements in the P3-type K-based cathodes stressing on their structural stability, structure-performance correlation, and overall electrochemical performance. After a sneak peek on mono, binary and ternary transition metal-based oxides, the limitation and potential of these P3 type oxide cathodes have been discussed to offer guidelines for future research and development of these layered insertion materials.

**Figure 1.** (a) Schematic illustration of operation of typical K\textsuperscript{+}-ion batteries. (b) Phase diagram vs. content of alkali ions (Na and K) as derived by Delmas [10]. (c) Schematic illustrations of the O\textsubscript{3}-, P3-, and P2-frameworks for A\textsubscript{x}MO\textsubscript{2} layered oxides. (d) Two triangular lattice sites (blue and green balls) available for K\textsuperscript{+} ions in P3 structure leading to potential ordering in K-metal layers upon depotassiation [14]. (e) Antiphase boundary diffusion mechanism in P3 layered oxides. Arrow marks (black) indicate the migration of antiphase boundary (APB) [15]. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [14-15].
2. Structure stabilization

There are two proposed hypotheses for understanding the favored stacking sequence of anion (oxygen) which determines the type of structure. Based on the critical parameter $\beta$ (beta) as proposed by Rouxel, the trigonal prismatic environment of alkali-metal ions is preferable at non-stichometry states ($K_xMo_2; x<1$) [10]. This can be explained by the ionic radius of cation ($RK^+$ and $RM^{3+}/RM^{4+}$) and the ionicity of K-O and $M^{3+}/M^{4+}$–O bonds which are directly correlated to the degree of ionicity or covalence of crystal lattice. The structure stabilization can also be understood from the “cationic potentials” as proposed by Hu group, which expresses the extent of the cation electron density and its polarizability finally normalized to the ionic potential of anion or oxygen [16]. Notably, the P3 type structure is the most stable structure at the intermediate states, as evidenced by the two aforementioned governing parameters and the phase diagram derived by Delmas as presented in Figure 1b [10,16].

The structure types (depending on K-vacancy orderings) of layered $K_xMO_2$, as characterized by the coordination environment and periodicity of $MO_2$ layer or $KO_2$ layer in repeated units as reported in the literature, are summarized in Figure 1c [10]. It can be defined using an alpha-numeric formulation as proposed by Delmas, with a letter designating the alkali site coordination (ca. octahedral [O] or prismatic [P]) and a number defining the oxygen stacking sequence. The monoclinic distorted O’3-, P’3-, and P’2-type materials are also included with the undistorted types (where ’ refers to structural distortion). Notably, the co-existence of several layered stacking suggests the existence of stacking faults as a result of synthesis conditions and/or K+ (de)intercalation. When M = Sc or Cr, the oxide systems exclusively assume O3-type structure in KMO$_2$ although they form during the electrochemical (de)charge process [17,18]. KMnO$_2$, on the other hand, has a nonlayered structure composed of chains of [MnO$_5$] edge-sharing square pyramids [19]. While in KFeO$_2$, tetrahedrally coordinated Fe$^{3+}$ ions are connected through three-dimensional corner sharing fashion [20]. Furthermore, there are numerous reports on the synthesis of P3- (P’3) $K_xMO_2$ for single transition elements (Cr, Mn, and Co) as well as for mixed transition elements. Owing to the bigger size of K$^+$-ion and high cation-cation electrostatic repulsion, P3 type stacking is thermodynamically more favored in case of K-based layered oxides [10,21]. Although the P3 structure has twice as many prismatic sites as $MO_6$ octahedral sites, all prismatic sites cannot be occupied at once due to strong K$^+$–K$^+$ electrostatic repulsions, resulting in an ordering of occupied K sites (Figure 1d) [14,22-23].
In the P3-type layered structure, all the K\(^{+}\) ions occupy a single type of prismatic site, sharing a face with an MO\(_{6}\) octahedron on one side and three edges with surrounding MO\(_{6}\) octahedra on the opposite side. In the oxygen stacking array AB BC CA along the c-axis, K-metal ions fill the prismatic sites in the inter-slab space between the MO\(_{2}\) slabs. The (x,y) coordination of oxygen atoms are the same between the interslab space forming a hexagonal unit cell with an R3m or R-3m space group containing three MO\(_{2}\) slabs. Hexagonal symmetry in the unit cell is obtained when the lattice undergoes monoclinic distortion \([10]\). To denote distortion, a prime sign is placed between the letter and the number, however, the number of MO\(_{2}\) slabs is estimated assuming a pseudohexagonal unit cell. For example, the O3-type KCrO\(_{2}\) transforms into O'3-, P3-, and P'3-type K\(_{x}\)CrO\(_{2}\) during electrochemical K extraction \([21]\). Notably, P'3-type K\(_{0.8}\)CrO\(_{2}\) can be easily synthesized via a simple solid-state reaction \([24]\). As O3 and P3 share the same space group, it is possible for the O3 phase to transform into the P3 phase by gliding MO\(_{2}\) slabs by (1/3,2/3,0) without breaking the M-O bond and vice-versa \([25,26]\).

3. Single transition metal-based cathodes

Nonstoichiometric K\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) oxides crystallize as P3- and P2-type phases, with the K content and calcination temperature having a substantial influence on the final structure type. P3 polymorphs are characterized as low-temperature phase \([27]\). Indeed, P3-K\(_{x}\)CoO\(_{2}\) can be synthesized by calcination at a lower temperature than that required for the P2-K\(_{x}\)CoO\(_{2}\) phase \([28]\). Furthermore, Delmas et al. reported the synthesis of the P'3- and P'2-types for \(x = 0.5\) and \(0.55 < x < 0.67\), respectively, by heating a homogenous mixture of K\(_{2}\)O, MnO\(_{2}\), and Mn\(_{2}\)O\(_{3}\) in a sealed gold tube at 700 °C \([29]\). Recent work by Liu et al. reports the P3- and P'2-type phases for \(x = 0.45\) and 0.3, respectively, by calcining a K-Mn oxalate coprecipitation precursor at 900 °C in air \([30]\).

The (dis)charge behavior of different polymorphs of K\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) displayed a lower average voltage of K|| K\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) than Na\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) and Li\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) along with a more inclined (sloping) voltage curve \([5]\). Goodenough et al. discovered that the electrostatic interaction of the alkali ions in the interslab gap affects the M-O bond length. The stronger electrostatic repulsion leads to the elongation of the M-O bond \([31]\). As a result, the lower binding energy or lower Madelung stabilization of oxygen with respect to transition metal energy states lead to lower voltage in K\(_{x}\)MO\(_{2}\) as compared to Li\(_{x}\)CoO\(_{2}\) and Na\(_{x}\)CoO\(_{2}\). Further, P3 type intercalation host crystal tends to stabilize cation-vacancy orderings over a wide range of K concentrations negatively
impacting the fast ion transport [14,22,23]. The simplest nearest-neighbor hops in K-vacancy ordered phases are prohibited because they are directed to unstable configurations. Van der Ven group identified an alternative mechanism of $K^+$ ion transport mediated by antiphase boundary (APB) migration via the formation and expansion of kinks along domain boundaries as displayed in Figure 1e. In fact, it relies on extended defects that are inherent to the stable phases rather than vacancy cluster defects and have much lower kinetic barriers for the migration [15,32].

3.1 $K_xMnO_2$

Mn-based compounds are appealing cathode materials because of the elemental/precursor abundance. The electrochemical K (de)intercalation performance of layered P3-$K_xMnO_2$ was first reported by Kim et al. in 2017 [33], whereas its crystal structure was earlier reported by Delmas back in 1976 [29]. The $K_{0.5}MnO_2$, which was synthesized via a simple solid-state method, has a rhombohedral lattice with $R\bar{3}m$ symmetry exhibiting 140 and 106 mAh$^{-1}$ capacity in a K-metal half-cell in the voltage range of 1.5-4.2 V and 1.5-3.9 V respectively vs. K as presented in Figure 2a-d. The narrow operating voltage window yields better cycling stability and retains ~70% (~70 mAh$^{-1}$) of the initial discharge capacity with ~95% of coulombic efficiency at a current rate of 20 mAg$^{-1}$ at the end of 50th cycle. In-situ XRD measurement suggests the structural transition occurred from P3 to O3 type stacking via two-phase mechanism (0.425<x<0.395) and further transforms from O3 to an unknown phase (O-3 like) via two-phase reaction (0.364<x<0.316) (Figure 2e-f) [33]. Notably, the irreversible transition metal migration from the slab to the interslab is less favorable as the interslab distance of $K_xMnO_2$ monotonically increases during the complete charge process. Less stepwise voltage curve (irreversible) and intensity weakening of (00l) peak at higher voltage (4.2 V) during K-removal suggest the stacking fault and other defect induction in a lattice, responsible for the capacity fading during cycling. The discharge process reversibly traces the charging process and indicates feasible $K^+$ ion (de)insertion from the $K_xMnO_2$ host. In addition, van der Wall corrected DFT calculations were also in sync with the experimental phase transformation during the (de)insertion process (Figure 2f). Even if the upper cut-off voltage is set to a lower value, the capacity fade cannot be avoided entirely [30,33]. Similar to most Mn-based systems, $K_xMnO_2$ suffers from two significant flaws: the inevitable Jahn-Teller distortion and $Mn^{3+}$ disproportionation ($2Mn^{3+} \rightarrow Mn^{2+} + Mn^{4+}$), which significantly reduce the cycling stability. While the former triggers an asymmetric elongation in the bond lengths of Mn–O in [MnO$_6$] octahedra, the latter leads to the dissolution of Mn$^{2+}$ into electrolytes. To
address these concerns, recent research suggests that tunable interfacial structure and the induction of a synergistic interaction between particle size, shape, and hollow interior can alleviate structural stress and further provide a shorter K+ diffusion pathway [34].

3.2 KxCoO2

Although P3 type KxCoO2 compounds have been studied since the 1970s, their electrochemical K+ (de)intercalation was reported by the Komaba group as shown in Figure 2g-h [28]. The electrochemical properties of KxCoO2 follow a similar trend as NaxCoO2. Both P2 and P3 phases confirm the comparable capacities of ~60 mAhg⁻¹ and 70 mAhg⁻¹, respectively having similar voltage profiles in the voltage window of 1.5-3.9 V [28]. A discharge capacity of ≈ 55 mAhg⁻¹ or ~92 % of the initial discharge capacity is maintained at the end of 30th cycle by the P3 phase at 11.5 mAg⁻¹ rate. The small ionic size (Shannon radius) of Co leads to higher ionic potential of Co (as explained in the above section). As a result, the larger size of K+ prefers a wide prismatic interslab space that weakens the K⁺–K⁺ repulsion (or the interaction of K⁺ ions). The favorable stability in the prismatic site for K produces a similar charge-discharge profile for P2 and P3 type KxCoO2. Due to the stability of the prismatic site, it is reasonable to infer that the P3 type phase was maintained during the (dis)charge process, which is consistent with DFT predicted results [23]. Notably, the fluctuation in K1-xCoO2 interslab lengths caused by the extraction of large K⁺ ions is nearly equivalent to Na1-xCoO2. Even with a small amount of residual potassium, the large potassium ions most likely act as pillars while maintaining the wide interslab distance [28]. Additionally, strong K⁺–K⁺ repulsion is responsible for the differing site energies for K and vacancy, which further results in the stabilization of the K⁺–vacancy ordering at various K-contents and undergo several first-order phase transformation steps during cycling.
Figure 2. Electrochemical performance of $K_xMnO_2$ in different potential windows (a-d) and phase evolution during cycling from (e) in-situ XRD study, and (f) DFT calculations [33]. (g-h) Typical galvanostatic charge and discharge curves and cycling performance of $K_xCoO_2$ [28]. (i-k) Galvanostatic voltage–capacity profiles, convex Hull plot and calculated voltage plot.
(DFT) compared to the experimentally obtained charge–discharge profiles for P3 type KCrO$_2$
[35]. (l-n) Galvanostatic (dis)charge curves and in-situ XRD patterns of P3 K$_x$CrO$_2$
synthesized by solid-state method [24].

3.3 K$_x$CrO$_2$

As a reasonably abundant element with high electrochemical potential, chromium plays an
important role in K-based oxides, which displays all three polymorphs, namely P3, P2, and O3.
K-deficient P3 K$_{0.69}$CrO$_2$ phase was prepared via an electrochemical ion-exchange (chimie
douce) method from parent O3 type NaCrO$_2$ material [35]. While retaining its original crystal
structure, the cathode displayed an initial capacity of 100 mAh g$^{-1}$ with reasonable cycling
stability (65% capacity retention over 1000 cycles at 1C) as shown in Figure 2i-k. Further, P3
type K$_{0.8}$CrO$_2$ with the space group $C2/m$ was prepared using a simple solid-state method as
reported by Pyo’s group [24]. In-situ XRD study revealed that the monoclinic distorted
framework was converted into undistorted (or P3 phase) at the intermediate stage of K$^+$
extration and this process was completely reversible during subsequent K$^+$ insertion process
as depicted in Figure 2l-n [24].

Despite the inherent advantages of unary K$_x$MO$_2$ compounds outlined in the preceding section,
most of these materials exhibit low capacity, low operating voltage, rapid capacity fading, and
several stepwise phase transitions upon charge-discharge process, which limits their practical
utility. Fewer voltage steps and smooth voltage curves are desired for the practical applications
of K$_x$MO$_2$. Based on the experience and knowledge gained from Na$_x$MO$_2$ systems [8], fewer
voltage steps can be partially obtained in binary, ternary, and quaternary transition-metal
systems, as well as by partial substitution with redox inactive metals.

4. Mixed transition metal-based cathodes

4.1 Binary oxides (K$_x$M1M2O$_2$)

Mn(M1)/M2-based layered oxides combine the large specific capacity of Mn$^{4+}$/M2$^{3+}$and the
high operating voltage of M2 (=Fe, Co, and Ni). The presence of M2 forms an efficient strategy
to suppress the strong cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion associated with high-spin Mn$^{3+}$ (3d$^4$)
species. Thus, structural instability during (de)potassiation can be efficiently avoided even with
a small amount of M2 substitutions. However, higher Co substitution can result in poor cycling
performance and rate capability associated with first-order phase transition occurring by simply gliding the MO\(_2\) layer (Figure 3a-d) [36-39]. Furthermore, increasing the K-content leads to a smoother voltage curve and improved structural stability. Doping of Co greater than \(x=0.5\) results in lower capacity, even with a K-content of 0.48 per formula unit [37]. On the other hand, Ni substitution enables the multi-electron redox reaction in addition to high voltage, giving rise to energy density. Despite this, the lattice parameter, particularly along the c-axis, varies slightly in \(K_{0.5}Ni_{0.1}Mn_{0.9}O_2\) as Ni substitution can reduce the anisotropic change of the Mn–O bond along the c-axis in MnO\(_6\) octahedra (Figure 3e-h) [40]. Inherent Ni comes up with a small amount of NiO as an impurity owing to limited solubility and thermodynamic stability of the NiO compound [8]. Noticeably, the electrochemical K\(^+\) intercalation capabilities of \(K_xMO_2\) can be altered by substitution of redox-inactive metals such as Mg, Cu, and Zn. Since the K\(^+\)–K\(^+\) electrostatic repulsion is higher than that of Li\(^+\)–Li\(^+\) and Na\(^+\)–Na\(^+\) species, these metals can successfully accommodate in the MO\(_2\) slab [41,42]. Even though Ni, Co or Mg/Mn-based oxides exhibit promising K\(^+\) storage ability at useful working potentials (Figure 3i-k), a more profound comprehension of phase evolution and a practical structural design suitable for these materials is still notably missing.
Figure 3. (a) Typical galvanostatic (dis)charge profiles of P3-Kₓ[Co₀.₃Mn₀.₅]O₂ on K⁺ (de)insertion, corresponding (b) cyclic voltammetry plots and (c) operando XRD phase evolution during cycling revealing (d) the change in c-lattice parameter [36]. (e) Galvanostatic (dis)charge profiles of K₀.₅Ni₀.₁Mn₀.₉O₂. (f) corresponding dQ/dV curves and (g-h) operando XRD patterns during cell cycling [40]. (i) Galvanostatic (dis)charge profiles, and respective (j) cyclic voltammogram and (k) ex situ XRD patterns for Mg-doped KₓMnO₂ [42].

4.2 Ternary oxides (KₓM₁M₂M₃O₂)

The drawbacks of the Mn-based layered cathode materials, such as low voltage, structural and capacity degradation, can be partially solved by replacing Mn³⁺ with Fe³⁺, Mg²⁺ and Ni²⁺ [43-
For example, ternary $K_{0.5}Mn_{0.8}Fe_{0.1}Ni_{0.1}O_2$ oxide has a high reversible discharge capacity (120 mAh g$^{-1}$) involving P3–O3 phase transition along with good structural integrity over 300 cycles (74% capacity retention) at 50 mA g$^{-1}$ (Figure 4a-c). It could be attributed to slight structural variation and facile migration of K$^+$ ions. From a structural standpoint, the shared oxygen atoms in MnO$_6$, FeO$_6$, and NiO$_6$ (O–Mn–O–Fe–O–Ni–O) could preclude the introduction of structural defects like the Jahn-Teller phenomenon in MnO$_6$ octahedra. Conversely, P3-type ternary $K_{0.67}Ni_{0.17}Co_{0.17}Mn_{0.66}O_2$ oxide delivers a discharge capacity of 77 mAh g$^{-1}$ in the range 4.3-2 V with a lower interslab distance as evidenced by ex situ XRD patterns after charging to 4.3 V (Figure 4d-f).

Figure 4 (a) Galvanostatic (dis)charge profiles of $K_{0.5}Mn_{0.8}Fe_{0.1}Ni_{0.1}O_2$ oxide, (b) DFT calculations-based formation energy plot depicting the structural evolution in of $K_{0.5}Mn_{0.8}Fe_{0.1}Ni_{0.1}O_2$ in a K-half cell. The formation energies are normalized per formula unit. (c) Corresponding evolution of phases and lattice parameter c during K$^+$ (de)insertion [43]. (d) Galvanostatic (dis)charge curves of P3 $K_{0.67}Ni_{0.17}Co_{0.17}Mn_{0.66}O_2$, corresponding (e) $dQ/dV$ profiles, and (f) ex situ XRD patterns during the first cycle in a K-half cell [44].
5. Conclusion and perspectives

P3-type layered oxides and their derivatives form a promising group of cathode insertion materials for advanced potassium-ion batteries (KIBs) aimed at large-scale energy storage. In recent years, significant progress has been achieved in harnessing these P3 oxide cathodes, but there are still numerous concerns that must be addressed before KIBs can be realized in the future. The low coulombic efficiency, chemical stability, K-deficiency, lower voltage owing to strong K⁺–K⁺ repulsion, and several first-order phase transformations (including guiding) or K⁺/vacancy ordering results in a stepwise voltage profile. Along this line, coating the active layer can be a viable solution in achieving chemical stability since it improves rate capability and cycling stability by mitigating side reactions at the electrode interface. The proper selection of cation substituents with large ionic radius should be beneficial to accommodate more K⁺ in pristine layer structure. The presence of larger transition metal (M) leads to higher lattice parameters, thereby favoring the introduction of larger cations and stabilization of pristine layered structure with higher K⁺ content, which in turn is beneficial to yield higher capacity. For instance, if the charge ordering of M layers in KₓMO₂ is disrupted, the K⁺/vacancy ordering could be effectively avoided. Slight differences in the ionic radii of different dopants and significant differences in the redox potentials are conducive to form disordered configurations. Moreover, high entropy P3 type oxides made up of several transition metals might exhibit greater cycling stability and higher capacity, as reported in case of sodium-ion batteries. Another technique to improve battery performance can be tweaking the particle size, shape, and morphology. Caution must be exercised during materials handling as K-based compounds have lower moisture stability than Na and Li counterparts as they can accommodate crystal water when exposed to open air. Poor moisture stability can affect the cycling performance and rate performance necessitating careful storage and handling conditions. We anticipate this review offers fresh perspectives for further development of P3-type layered oxide cathodes for rechargeable potassium-ion batteries.
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